
Final Session   
April 17, 2021



Cleveland STEP students celebrated their final session 
of the 2020-2021 virtual year with a congratulatory video 

from our hosts and sponsors as well as our first ever, 
“Are you smarter than a Cleveland STEP student?” 

competition between students and parents. We 
concluded our program with presentations, awards and, 

of course, cake! 



Cleveland STEP 
Goes Virtual!

For the first time in Cleveland STEP history, we decided to go virtual. In the 
midst of such challenging times, it was important for us to continue to keep 

students inspired. 



For our first session, the Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District discussed the 
Clean Water Fest and taught students about the urban water cycle.   



In October of 2020, Commissioner Alex Margevicius gave an insightful 
presentation about how Cleveland Water is treated and distributed to over 1.4 

million people in 80 communities.  



In November of 2020, Director Kristin Hall from the Mayor’s Office of 
Sustainability taught our students about the “Burning River” and the advances 

made to improve water quality and waste disposal.  



Jenna and Krysta led the Cleveland STEP students in a Sustainability Trivia 
game wherein they competed to answer questions regarding the history of 

USGBC, recycling and more!    

In December of 2020, Cleveland Public Power introduced a friendly 
competition amongst our Cleveland STEP students to determine who could 

design the best solar car.   

First Place: Oye O. Second Place: Nirele C. 

Third Place: Ozjah A.  



Our January 2021 session was hosted by Skylight Financial and gave students 
a peek into the world of adulthood, covering budgeting, simple vs. compound 

interest, needs vs. wants, stocks, bonds and debt.   



They learned about more local food and less waste.  Cleveland STEP students discovered the impact of engineers at a molecular, 
macro, galactic and atomic level during the February 2021 session.  



Jenna and Krysta led the Cleveland STEP students in a Sustainability Trivia 
game wherein they competed to answer questions regarding the history of 

USGBC, recycling and more!    

The North Coast Drone Alliance hosted our March 2021 session and 
demonstrated the tremendous asset drones have been to the worlds of 

agriculture, cinema, geography, and even marketing. The list above reflects 
some of the jobs in the industry. 

• Drone Pilot
• Software Designer/Engineer
• Hardware 

Designer/Engineer
• Police Officer 
• Firefighter
• Researcher
• Drone Equipment 

Salesperson
• Drone Repair Technician 
• Infrastructure Inspector
• Agriculture Inspector
• Photographer/Videographer 
• Photo Editor 
• Video Editor 



Cleveland STEP would like to thank our 2020-2021 hosts:

Corey Snipes, North Coast Drone Alliance 
Deidra Thompson, CSU student 

Alex Margevicius, Cleveland Water Commissioner
Devonte Hopson, NEORSD

Dr. Katy Bryant, Skylight Financial 
Rasheed Warith, Cleveland Water Engineer 

Kristen Hall, Director, Mayor’s Office of Sustainability 
Shelley Shockley, Cleveland Public Power 

Your time, effort, and commitment have equipped our 
Cleveland STEP students with a diverse knowledge of 

various careers within the STEM fields. 

Sponsored by: 
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